Programmers spend a substantial amount of time manually repairing code that does not compile. We observe that the repairs for any particular error class typically follow a pattern and are highly mechanical. We propose a novel approach that automatically learns these patterns with a deep neural network and suggests program repairs for the most costly classes of build-time compilation failures. We describe how we collect all build errors and the human-authored, in-progress code changes that cause those failing builds to transition to successful builds at Google. We generate an AST di from the textual code changes and transform it into a domain-specic language called Delta that encodes the change that must be made to make the code compile. We then feed the compiler diagnostic information (as source) and the Delta changes that resolved the diagnostic (as target) into a Neural Machine Translation network for training. For the two most prevalent and costly classes of Java compilation errors, namely missing symbols and mismatched method signatures, our system called DD, generates the correct repair changes for 19,314 out of 38,788 (50%) of unseen compilation errors. The correct changes are in the top three suggested xes 86% of the time on average.
INTRODUCTION
One of the benets of using a compiled programming language is that programming mistakes can emerge at compilation time rather than when the program is executed. A failed build will often prompt an edit-compile cycle in which a developer iterates between attempting to resolve diagnostic errors and rerunning the compiler.
A previous large-scale study reported that professional developers build their code 7-10 times per day on average [44] . The study found that build-time compilation errors are prevalent and cost developers substantial time and eort to resolve. Build-time compilation errors 1 emerge when a developer compiles her code through a build management system such as Bazel, Gradle, or Maven.
Our goal is to help developers to repair build errors automatically. Previous research in the area of automated program repair has focused on nding patches when a test failure occurs through xed templates and search-based techniques [16, 24, 28, 29] . In this paper, we propose a novel approach, called DD, for automated repair of build-time compilation errors. Our insight is that there exist common patterns in the way developers change their code in response to compiler errors. Such patterns can be learned automatically by extracting Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) changes between the failed and resolved snapshots of the code and feeding these as abstracted features to a deep neural network. This paper makes the following contributions:
• We perform a large-scale study of compilation errors and changes that resolve them to nd the most prevalent and costly error kinds in practice. Our dataset is collected from developers' code changes across thousands of Java projects containing 300 million LOC at Google. Our study shows that 51% of all compiler diagnostics are related to the compiler not being able to resolve a particular symbol, which is also the most costly category of compiler errors to x.
• We formulate automated repair as a Neural Machine Translation (NMT) [48] problem in which the source contains information about the failure and the target is the set of AST changes, captured in a domain-specic language, called Delta, which resolves the failure.
• We present the instantiation of our approach, called D D, which automatically generates source and target features from previous developer data and learns repair patterns for the two most prevalent and costly classes of Java compilation errors in practice. • We show that our technique is eective through a large-scale empirical evaluation on 38,788 unseen compilation errors at Google. Our results show that DD can generate the exact correct repair between 47%-50% of the time. Of these cases, the correct xes are in the top three suggested xes 85%-87% of the time.
COLLECTING COMPILATION ERRORS
The rst step required for learning repair patterns is obtaining developer data on compilation errors. We collect this data as part of the regular development cycle at Google. We also use this dataset to characterize the prevalence and cost of dierent classes of compilation errors in practice.
Data Collection
Every build initiated by a developer is automatically logged at Google. The log contains detailed information about each build, including any compiler diagnostics, i.e., detailed error messages, along with a snapshot of the code that was built. For this study, we collected textual build logs for a period of two months, from January 23, 2018, to March 23, 2018 . The collected logs were subsequently parsed and analyzed to understand which build errors happen most frequently in practice. Although our builddiagnostics framework is language-agnostic, in this paper, we focus on build errors pertaining to Java projects.
Diagnostic Kinds
We group compiler error messages by diagnostic kind. A diagnostic kind represents a class of errors that all have the same cause. Compilers have error message templates into which concrete names are interpolated. For example, javac uses the template "{0} is abstract; cannot be instantiated" for an attempt to instantiate an abstract class and it refers to it by the key abstract.cant.be.instantiated. We built a parser to map concrete error messages in the build log back to the message templates that produced them (see Table 2 ).
From Diagnostics to Resolutions
A failed build can contain numerous diagnostics; each of these diagnostics might be new or might be the same as one reported from a previous build. We therefore rst set out to convert sequences of builds containing a particular diagnostic into resolution sessions.
D 1 (R S (RS)).
A resolution session (RS) for a build diagnostic D i is a sequence of two or more consecutive builds, B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k where D i is rst introduced in B 1 and rst resolved in B k , and the time between build B n and B n 1 is no more than a given time window T .
The intention with a resolution session is to capture the period of time that the developer is actively working on resolving the diagnostic. Therefore, we dene the time window T to be one hour. This window represents a "task switch window, " i.e., if a developer has not performed a build within T , it is likely they have switched to some other activity; e.g., they could have gone to a meeting, lunch, or left the oce.
We quantify the developer cost in terms of time needed to resolve a particular diagnostic. Consider a diagnostic D i with a resolution session B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B k . Let |D i | be the number of diagnostics produced by build B i ; we call this the active diagnostics at B i . Let Ts i be the start time that build B i was initiated, and Te i be the end time that build B i completed. Then we dene active resolution cost as: D 2 (A R C (ARC)). For a diagnostic D i , Active Resolution Cost (ARC) represents the active time the developer spends resolving D i , excluding the cost of the builds themselves, divided by the number of diagnostics present in the intermediate builds of its resolution session: Figure 1 depicts an example of how we construct resolution sessions. As shown in g. 1a, D1 and D2 are rst introduced in build 1, and D3 rst appears in build 2. We consider a diagnostic to be resolved when it disappears from the build (see Denition 1). For instance, D3 disappears in build 4, and thus its resolution session includes builds 2-4, as shown in Figure 1b . Table 1 summarizes our dataset. We processed a total of 4.8 million builds of which 1.0 million were failures, i.e., around 20% of all builds fail.
Dataset and Findings
Recall that a build failure can contain multiple compilation errors, i.e., diagnostics. These build failures contained a total of 3.3 million diagnostics from which we were able to nd 1.9 million resolution sessions. The remaining 1.5 million diagnostics for which we found no resolution session correspond to those changes abandoned by developers or with more than one hour between build attempts.
As a nal step we identied 110,219 resolution sessions which contained only a single diagnostic (singular) and which ended in a successful build (green). We use these singular, green resolution sessions as training data since we can be sure that the change made by the developer actually resolved the diagnostic in question. Our dataset excludes automated batch builds since we are only interested in interactive activity by developers. Table 2 presents the top-ten most frequent and costly build errors in our dataset. The table shows the diagnostic kind, active resolution cost (average, min and max), the number of subsequent builds to resolve the diagnostic (average, min and max), the number and percentage of instances of each diagnostic kind, the relative active resolution cost with respect to the total, and a textual description of the diagnostic kind.
In total, there were 1,853,417 compiler diagnostics that were later xed within a resolution session. As the table shows, 51% (949,325) of those diagnostics are related to the compiler not being able to resolve a particular symbol, i.e., the cant.resolve diagnostic kind with a "cannot nd symbol" message. Our results also conrm a previous study conducted in 2014, which showed 43% of build errors are caused by issues related to cant.resolve [44] . Compared to the ndings in 2014, it seems the issues developers have with missing symbols have only been exacerbated. The next diagnostic kind in the table in terms of instances is cant.apply.symbol with 8% of total diagnostics. cant.apply.symbol happens when the compiler cannot nd a method declaration with the given types.
We also calculated the relative cost of build errors by multiplying the number of build-diagnostic instances by the average active resolution cost needed to resolve the diagnostic, for each diagnostic kind. The total cost amounts to 57,215,441 seconds for two months of data.
This means within two months, developers spent approximately 21 months xing build errors. From this total, cant.resolve is again the most costly diagnostic kind by far, with 47% (⇡ 10 months) of the total active resolution cost. cant.apply.symbol acounts for 11% (⇡ 2 months) of the total active resolution cost. These toptwo error classes alone account for 58% of the total cost, which is approximately a year of developer cost in our dataset.
RUNNING EXAMPLE
Given the high prevalence and cost of cant.resolve and cant.apply.symbol in practice, we focus on these two categories of build errors to generate repair suggestions in this work. Note, however, that our approach is generic enough to be applied to any of these diagnostic kinds with minor adaptations. We use the cant.resolve kind as a running example in our paper. An identier must be known to the compiler before it can be used. An inconsistency between the denition of an identier and its usage, including when the denition cannot be found, is the root cause of this build error. This occurs when there is, for instance, a missing dependency (e.g., on another library), a missing import, or a mistyped symbol name.
As a motivating example, consider the following code snippet: In this case, the developer has forgotten to import the package for ImmutableList (from the Google Guava library) and so the compiler cannot resolve the symbol. To x the problem, the developer determines the correct package for the missing symbol and adds an appropriate import statement: import java . util . List ; +++ import com.google.common.collect.ImmutableList; class Service { List < String > names () { return ImmutableList . of ( pub , sub ); } } Because ImmutableList is dened in a dierent project, one must also declare the dependency to the build system. Using the Bazel build system, the x might be to delete the existing reference to Guava's base package and add its collect package instead:
FINDING RESOLUTION CHANGES
Once build diagnostics are collected and resolution sessions are constructed, we pass the resolution sessions to the resolution change detection step of our pipeline. The goal in this step is to systematically examine how developers change their source code to resolve build errors.
Retrieving Code Snapshots
At Google, changes made to the source code in developers' IDE clients are automatically saved in the cloud as temporal snapshots. This means a complete history of all saved changes made to the code is preserved with retrievable snapshot identiers. This feature allows us to go backward in time and retrieve a snapshot of the code in the state it was in at the time of a particular build.
For every build resolution session computed, our approach rst extracts the snapshot IDs in the rst and the last builds. The rst ID corresponds with the code snapshot that caused the diagnostic. The second ID points to the code snapshot in which the diagnostic was resolved.
Using each snapshot ID, we then query the snapshot cloud server to obtain the code exactly as it was at that particular point in time.
AST Dierencing
At this point, we have at our disposal two snapshots of the code at the broken and xed states, for each resolution session. To understand how developers change their code to resolve build errors, we compute the dierences going from the broken state to the xed one.
The conventional method for detecting source code changes is the Unix line di [23] , which computes changes at the textual granularity of only line-level add and delete actions. This leads to a di which is largely dependent on how the source code is formatted. While line di is a popular method for human consumption, e.g., during code review, automatically inferring syntactic changes to the code from textual line dis is dicult.
To analyze code changes at the syntactic level, we take a tree dierencing approach [13, 15] . We parse the broken and xed snapshots of each resolution session to generate the corresponding abstract syntax trees (ASTs). We have created parsers for Java and the Bazel BUILD language in this project, although support for other languages can easily be added. Then the ASTs of the broken and xed snapshots are passed into a tree dierencing algorithm.
D 3 (AST D).
Given two ASTs, source ast s and target ast t , an AST Di is a set of vertex change actions that transforms ast s into ast t .
The AST dierencing algorithm rst tries to map each vertex on the source AST ast s to a vertex on the target AST ast t , by comparing the vertex labels. If any unmatched vertices are detected, it computes a short sequence of edit actions capable of transforming ast s into ast t . Finding the shortest edit action is NP-hard; therefore, heuristics are used to compute a short transformation from ast s to ast t deterministically [13] . The nal output of the tree dierencing step is composed of a set of change actions that indicate moved, updated, deleted, or inserted vertices on the source and target ASTs:
• Moved: an existing vertex (and its children) in ast s is moved to another location in ast t .
• Updated: the old value of a vertex in ast s is updated to a new value in ast t .
• Deleted: a vertex (and its children) in ast s is removed in ast t .
• Inserted: a vertex that is non-existent in ast s is added in ast t . Figure 2 visualizes the AST of our motivating example (see Section 3) in the initial broken state (a) and the xed AST (b) after the developer added the import in the Java code.
The changed vertices detected by the AST di are indicated in grey in Figure 2 . The AST di for the Java code in the running example detects that there is an IMPORT vertex inserted into the root vertex, COMPILATION_UNIT. The fully-qualied package name of ImmutableList is also inserted as a child vertex into the new IMPORT vertex. For the build le, the change action detected is an update in the dependencies (deps), namely, the common base package is updated to common collect.
Resolution Changes
Our insight is that there are recurrent patterns in the way developers resolve build errors in practice. Such patterns can be automatically inferred from resolution changes and leveraged to assist developers.
D 4 (R C (RC)).
A resolution change (RC) is an AST Di between the broken and resolved snapshots of the code, in a build resolution session.
REPAIRING BUILD ERRORS
Recent studies [2, 21] suggest that models originally developed for analyzing natural language, such as n-gram models, are also eective for reasoning about source code. This has come to be known as the software naturalness hypothesis [2] , which states that large code corpora are statistically similar to natural-language text, since coding is also an act of human communication. Following this naturalness hypothesis, we believe probabilistic machine learning models that target natural language can be further exploited for helping software developers. More specically, the idea we propose here is to formulate the task of suggesting build repairs as a Neural Machine Translation (NMT) problem. Instead of translating one natural language into another, in our case, a given source build-diagnostic feature is "translated" to a target resolution change feature that resolves the diagnostic.
Feature Extraction
We generate features from each resolution change: a build diagnostic and the edits that x that diagnostic. We use the generated features as input into a neural network to learn patterns of transformations between build diagnostics and resolution changes.
For each resolution change in the resolution sessions, we generate a source feature and a target feature, separately. A pair of source and target features capture information about the build failure and AST changes made to resolve the failure, respectively.
Source Features. The source feature pertains to the build diagnostic kind and its textual description. These can be included in the source features for any diagnostic kind without any diagnosticspecic knowledge.
To provide more contextual information to the machine-learning algorithm, we can optionally add more diagnostic-specic information to the source feature. For instance, for cant.resolve, we parse the snapshot of the broken code into an AST. We locate the missing symbol on the AST using the information provided by the compiler, such as its label and location. Once the symbol is located, we traverse the tree to extract its AST path. In addition to the AST path of the symbol, its tree vertex type and label, as well as its child vertices (e.g., type arguments for method calls) are added to the source feature.
For our running example, the source feature would include: For cant.apply.symbol, we augment the source feature with three types of data, namely, expected, found, and reason. Expected pertains to the expected types inferred by the compiler, found shows the types found in the code, and reason represents a textual description of why the compiler cannot apply the symbol. Target Features. The target feature contains information about the resolution changes, i.e., AST changes made to the failing snapshot to resolve the build diagnostic.
To capture the resolution-change features, we dene a domainspecic language (DSL) called Delta. Delta's grammar is formally specied in the Extended Backus-Naur form (EBNF) for ANTLR [39] and shown in Listing 1.
Each Delta feature starts with a le type (i.e., JAVAFILE or BUILDF-ILE) where the change was applied, followed by a series of change actions. Each change action contains an AST-change type (e.g., INSERT, UPDATE) and the changed AST node's type and value. For change types INSERT, DELETE, and MOVE, the parent node of the Listing 3: Delta build le example changed node is also included to provide more contextual information about the relative proximity of the changed node on the AST. For UPDATE, the before and after values of the changed nodes are captured. For our running example, the target resolution-change features for Java and for the build le are shown in Listing 2 and Listing 3, respectively. Feature Generation. Once features are computed, all source and target features are analyzed, separately, to generate two vocabulary lists of |V | frequent tokens for source and target, respectively. For instance, since the token 'COMPILATION_UNIT' is the root node of the AST path, it occurs frequently in the source features. Therefore, this token will be in the source vocabulary list. Similarly, the token 'BUILDFILE' exists in many target features and will be included in the target vocabulary list. These frequent tokens are used for embeddings during the training and inference, i.e., tokens from the vocabulary are mapped to vectors of real numbers for training and inferred vectorized representations are mapped back to the tokens in vocabulary for inference.
Finally, the features dataset is randomly partitioned into three chunks of 70%, 15%, and 15% for training, online evaluation of the model during training, and oine evaluation of the model against unseen features (see Section 6), respectively.
Learning Resolution Change Patterns
Recent deep NMT models have been quite successful at translating natural language text from a source language to a target language [48] . NMT achieves this by modelling and learning the conditional probability p( |x) of translating a source feature x into a target feature through an encoder-decoder [6] setting, also known as seq2seq [46] . The encoder is responsible for computing a representation for each source feature x, without making any predictions. The decoder's task is to generate a translation based on that source representation, by predicting the next tokens in the sequence.
Our deep neural network is built on top of TensorFlow [1] . It is composed of deep Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [22] Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) of 1024 units with 4 encoder and 4 decoder layers. As encoder type we use the Google Neural Machine Translation (GNMT) encoder [48] , which is composed of 1 bi-directional layer and 3 uni-directional layers.
As optimizer, we employ the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm [9] with a learning rate of 1.0. To mitigate over-tting the model, we set a dropout value of 0.2. The idea is to randomly ignore units from the neural network during training, which prevents co-adaptations on the training data [45] .
LSTMs perform well for short to medium input sequences but fail on large sequences. Attention mechanisms [3, 30] solve this limitation to a large extent by extending the attention span of the network. Since our resolution-change feature sequences could potentially be long, in our network, we adopt the normed Bahdanau attention [3] .
Inferring Repair Suggestions
The whole process of generating resolution sessions, resolution changes, and features, as well as training the model is pipelined using sequential dependencies, which makes our whole learning process automated and repeatable.
Once the model is trained, it is uploaded to a server where we can query it for repair inference. The model can produce various translations for any given input. In our NMT setting, the translation is carried out using beam search [48] , a heuristic search algorithm that makes a trade-o between translation time and accuracy. The input to the model is a source feature x representing a compilation failure. The inferred suggestions are returned as n sequences { 1 , 2 , . . . , n }. Each i represents a distinct repair suggestion for x and is composed of a series of resolution change tokens to be applied to the failing program.
EVALUATION
We conducted an empirical evaluation to assess the ecacy of DD for the two most prevalent and costly compilation errors, namely cant.resolve and cant.apply.symbol.
Data Generation
The dataset we use for training and evaluation is described in Section 2.4, which is composed of developer build data collected over a two months period at Google.
AST dis between the failing and resolved snapshots were computed for all green, singular resolution sessions in our dataset. We constrain the number of AST changes to be larger than zero and fewer than six, as higher numbers of changes often include refactorings, and in previous studies xes have been shown to contain fewer than six modications [35] . We computed 110,219 green, singular resolution sessions in total, over 37,867 distinct Java and 7,011 distinct build les.
Since we are dealing with a large industrial codebase, we set |V |, the maximum number of frequent tokens in the source and target vocabulary lists, to 30,000. The output of the feature-generation step is two vocabulary les for source and target, each containing a maximum of 30,000 unique tokens. In total, 265,456 and 25,201 source/target features were generated for cant.resolve and cant.apply.symbol, respectively. These feature sets are randomly shued and partitioned in three separate categories, namely, Train (for training), Val (for online evaluation during training) and Test (for oine evaluation of the trained model) as presented in Table 3 . Each category contains source and target feature pairs.
Training
We generate features and train two models separately for cant.resolve and cant.apply.symbol to compare the applicability of DD on dierent diagnostic kinds. In addition to the deep neural network setup described in Section 5.2, we congure the network as follows. The maximum sequence length for both source and target is set to 100. The batch size is 128, and the number of training steps is 100,000. We congure the inference to generate 10 suggestions (See Section 5.3). To train a model, we feed the source and target features of the train dataset as well as the vocabulary lists to the network. The model starts by creating the source and target embeddings for all token representations. To that end, a vocabulary is provided for the source and target for tokens that are meant to be treated uniquely. We also feed the Val dataset to the network for online evaluation during training. Our models are trained on Google's internal cloud nodes with GPUs.
Evaluation Method
We use the Test datasets, containing the source and target features, for our evaluation. These are datasets that our trained models have not seen before. We evaluate each diagnostic kind separately. For each item in the test dataset, we retrieve the source feature and send it to the inference server to obtain repair suggestions. The target feature of the item in the test dataset, which is the x the developer performed to repair the build error, is used as a baseline to assess the 10 suggestions generated by DD.
We employ dierent metrics for evaluating repair suggestions.
Perplexity. Perplexity [4] measures how well a model predicts samples. Low (e.g., single digit) perplexity values indicate the model is good at predicting a given sequence.
BLEU. The next metric we use to assess the generated output of the model is BLEU [38] . BLEU is a well-known and popular metric for automatically evaluating the quality of machinetranslated sentences. It has been shown to correlate well with human judgments [7, 17] . BLEU calculates how well a given sequence is matched with an expected sequence in terms of the actual tokens and their ordering using an n-gram model. The output of the BLEU metric is a number between 1-100. For natural language translations, BLEU scores of 25-40 are considered high scores [48] .
Syntactic Validation. For validating the suggestions for syntactical correctness, we generate a lexer and parser from our Delta grammar through ANTLR4. We pass each inferred suggestion through the Delta lexer/parser. This way, we assess whether the model generates suggestions that conform to the grammar of the expected resolution changes. The output is binary, i.e., either the suggestion is valid or invalid.
Correctness of Suggestions.
A source build diagnostic is considered correctly repaired if at least one of the 10 suggested repairs is valid and exactly matches the x the developer performed, i.e., the target feature (baseline) in the test dataset. We use textual string equality for comparing each suggestion with the baseline.
Ranking of Correct Repairs. The ranking of the correct suggestion in the list of the suggestions is an indication of how well the model can generate the correct repair. The higher its ranking, the sooner the repair can be applied. For each failure that DD generates a correct suggestion, we note its position on the list of 10 suggestions. (b) cant.apply.symbol Figure 5 : Position of the correct suggestion. Table 4 presents our results for the two diagnostic kinds we evaluated. For each diagnostic kind, the table shows the achieved perplexity and BLEU scores, the number of compilation failures in the Test dataset evaluated against the trained models, the number of suggestions generated (i.e., 10 suggestions per failure), the average percentage of valid suggestions per failure, the percentage of correct suggestions overall, and the percentage of correct repairs that are ranked in the top 3 suggestions.
Results
Perplexity and BLEU Scores. Recall that low perplexity (i.e., single digits) and high BLEU scores (i.e., [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] are desired for the models. As Table 4 shows, our models reached low perplexity values of 1.8 and 8.5 for cant.resolve and cant.apply.symbol, respectively. Also, the BLEU scores achieved were high, namely 42 for cant.resolve and 43 for cant.apply.symbol.
Validation. Figure 4 shows the distribution of valid suggestions over the 10 generated suggestions per failure as histograms. Our validation against the Delta grammar reported that on average 71% of the generated suggestions are valid per failure for cant.resolve. For cant.apply.symbol, the percentage of valid suggestions is higher at 98% since the code changes are syntactically simpler in nature (e.g., method argument changes). As it can be seen, the majority of the generated sequences are valid. We discuss the main reasons for invalid suggestions in Section 7.
Correctness. Table 4 shows that 18,051 out of the 36,101 (50%) failures in our Test dataset received a correct repair suggestion, i.e., one of the 10 suggestions for that failure was an exact match with the actual developer x, for cant.resolve. For cant.apply.symbol, DD achieves a similar rate of correct suggestions, namely, 1,263 out of 2,687 (47%).
Ranking. For the failures with correct suggestions, we evaluate the position of the correct suggestion within the list of suggested resolutions. Figure 5 depicts the distribution of the position of the correct xes in the 10 generated suggestions. Our data shows that the majority of the correct suggestions are on the rst position. For cant.resolve, 85% of the correct xes are in the top three positions. Similarly, for cant.apply.symbol, 87% of the correct xes are in the top three positions.
DISCUSSION AND THREATS TO VALIDITY
Correctness. DD is able to suggest an exact correct suggestion for around half of the build failures in our evaluation. Note that a correct suggestion is not a simple binary output. It is composed of a complex sequence of AST changes to be applied to the failing code. Compared to the state-of-the-art repair rate of 27% for syntax errors [18] , we believe our 50% correctness rate is substantial in practice. Our relatively high accuracy rate can potentially be attributed to the following properties of our dataset and approach:
• There are indeed recurrent and common patterns in how developers resolve build failures, which DD is able to extract from the resolution changes, • Our target language, Delta, is highly structured, allowing the model to learn the patterns in a systematic manner.
Invalid Sequences. We investigated the main reasons behind the invalid suggestions, which can be attributed to:
(1) Unknown tokens: the occurrence of the <unk> token in the inferred target sequences. The model predicts a vectorized embedding that the decoder then tries to translate into a token; sometimes that embedding falls far away from the valid tokens in the given vocabulary and cannot be matched xes, over 37,867 distinct Java and 7,011 distinct build les, collected over a two-month period. Thus we believe it seems reasonable that our program repair technique would generalize to any other coherent development environment, where there are patterns in how developers address a particular diagnostic kind. While the particular xes our system learns and suggests would not work in other repositories and build systems, the technique itself is general and should apply to any other source code repository and build system. For example, consider the case of adding a dependency on another project to a Bazel build le. This concept exists in other widely used build systems. As long as a parser were provided to parse other types of build conguration les (e.g., POM les for Maven, build.gradle for Gradle), our system should be able to learn how to add dependencies in the appropriate way. Reproducibility. Our dataset contains AST of proprietary code, which unfortunately cannot be published. Our dataset is unique because it contains snapshots of in-progress code, not just code committed to source control. This granularity is key to making our approach work. We are not aware of any open-source datasets that provide this level of error/x detail. Our ndings can be reproduced in other contexts by collecting ne-grained developer histories, and using our specication of the Delta language and the open-source TensorFlow NMT library. Diagnostic Kinds. Our work addresses diagnostics only for Java projects. However, our technique is general and relies only on AST dierencing; the only language-specic portion is the parsers used to build the ASTs. We should be able to support other languages simply by implementing parsers for them.
We focused on two error types (cant.resolve and cant.apply.symbol) in this work for two reasons: First, these cover the majority of Java compilation errors developers make at Google: 59% of all instances, 58% by cost ( Table-II ). Our data show that, whether or not they are easy to x (R1), in practice developers spend a huge amount of time manually xing them. Automating these repairs would free developers to focus on other issues. Second, adding a new error type requires collecting relevant developer data and re-training the model, which is time-consuming.
Our results show that DD works well for two distinct error types with dierent x patterns. We expect to perform as well on other build-error types and plan to extend support to other types. We are not aware of any tools that repair Java compilation errors to compare directly against in our evaluation. The most related work we found [18] repairs syntax errors (a single error type only) in C, with a far lower success rate.
Parsable AST. For our AST-di-based approach to work, the broken code must be parsable into an AST. With the missing symbol errors we examined, the code is always parseable resulting in a unique AST, but this will not be true for other diagnostic kinds. Parsers can be designed to recover from syntax errors instead of failing fast [5] . We may need to switch to such a parser to handle incomplete ASTs.
Most Frequent Repair Patterns. We use the generated features to explore how developers resolve compilation errors. Since we are interested in the change patterns, we rst abstract away identier names by replacing their values (e.g., 'ImmutableList') with constant strings (i.e., '{X}') in the target resolution-change features. We then vectorize the abstracted features using word2vec [34] with an n-gram tokenizer. Then, we feed the vectorized features into the k-means algorithm [32] with k = 20. Table 5 presents the most frequent patterns we witnessed in the six largest clusters for cant.resolve. The table contains the pattern description, the resolution change pattern, and value examples for each cluster.
FUTURE WORK
Turning Delta Programs Back into Code Modications. Delta programs are essentially a dierence between two versions of the same program. DD predicts this dierence given an input constructed from the diagnostic. Given an inferred Delta program, we must apply that dierence to an unseen program. In particular, we need to know where to make a suggested change.
Consider the most frequent resolution change patterns for cant.resolve in Table 5 . For "Add missing import statement" and "Remove import," we do not require any location information because imports must be in a specic location in a Java source le. For "Change the method call" and "Change the missing symbol," we know the location of the missing symbol from the diagnostic text, and we can modify the code at that location. For "Add missing build dependency" and "Change build dependency," we know which build rule produced the error, and we can make the change to its dependency list.
In general, we should usually be able to infer where to make the suggested change either by construction (i.e., there is only one syntactically valid place to make the modication) or by leveraging the location information in the diagnostic text. Putting the Program Repair Tool Into Production. We intend to integrate DD into the development environment of developers at our company. To that end, we will need to verify suggestions before applying them to user code. We intend to build a system to speculatively apply suggested xes to a code snapshot and attempt to build them. We can then discard suggested xes that do not compile, and only present the ones that do to the user. There is also interesting user interface work to do here to ensure that the tool is actually useful to developers.
RELATED WORK
Extracting Change Patterns. Extracting change patterns from code has received some attention in the literature. Most existing techniques, however, require pre-dened rules or human intervention to extract patterns. Fluri and Gall [14] dene 41 basic change types for Java, which they use to discover more complex changes [15] through hierarchical clustering. Pan [37] use the Unix di to create a database of basic changes and use Datalog to manually specify rules for more complex change types. Liveshits and Zimmerman [26] propose a technique for discovering API usage patterns through association rule mining of code histories of two Java projects. They use the patterns to detect violations. Kim et al. [25] manually inspect human-written patches and extract six common x patterns in Java. They subsequently use these patterns for automated program repair. Hanam et al. [19] provide a semiautomatic approach for bug x pattern detection. They extract feature vectors of language construct AST changes that resolve runtime bugs and use clustering to group them into ranked clusters of bug patterns. The clusters are then manually inspected to extract bug x patterns. Our approach requires no manual intervention and learns unknown resolution change patterns. Synthesizing Transformations by Example. Another related area of work is code transformation techniques, such as LASE [33] , Genesis [27] , NoFAQ [8] , and REFAZER [41] , which can extract and synthesize syntactic transformations from given examples. These techniques could potentially be used for program repair. Unlike our work, they operate either on a single example or a small set of examples; it is unclear how well they would perform on extracting patterns from hundreds of thousands of examples, and how to apply the synthesized transformations in the setting of program repairs. Automated Program Repair. Our work falls in the realm of automated program repair, which pertains to the act of xing bugs through automated techniques. Program repair has been applied to dierent domains such as data structures [11, 12] , user interfaces [49] , and source code of dierent programming languages such as C [16, 24, 29] , Java [10, 25] , JavaScript [36] , and PHP [42] .
Patch search techniques have a number of shortcomings in practice. First, they often require pre-dened templates of bug patterns and cannot learn new patterns. Second, the patch generation process needs to search the vast program space, which can be costly as thousands of patches need to be generated to nd one that resolves the failure. Finally, they have been shown [28] to produce many false positives, i.e., they often x the test failure, but not the actual fault.
Machine Learning for Program Repair. Allamanis et al. [2] provide a comprehensive survey of recent advancements in techniques that adopt machine learning for source-code analysis. Wang et al. [47] propose a technique for fault prediction. They feed abstract semantic features of the code to a neural network for classication. Raychev et al. [40] use neural networks for code completion of missing API calls. Seidel et al. [43] target type error localization through a supervised classication approach. Gupta et al. [18] propose a seq2seq machine learning approach for repairing syntax errors in C. One main dierence with our work is that they feed the whole source code of the buggy and xed versions to the network and achieve a repair rate of 27%. We, however, focus only on learning the features of the failure and the accompanying AST changes that resolve it, which allows us to achieve a much higher accuracy rate (50%). They target syntax errors in C, while we target build-time compilation errors in Java. In addition, they evaluate their work on small student assignments, while our evaluation is on a large corpus of real developer data.
Our paper is the rst to learn AST change patterns for xing compilation errors. Related work that targets build errors [20, 31] is dierent from ours. They focus only on build-les while we target both Java and build les; they use pre-dened repair-templates, while we learn repair patterns. And, we do it at orders of magnitude larger scale; [31] and [20] use 37 and 175 failures, respectively, while we evaluate DD on 38,788 failures.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied build errors and how developers change the source code to resolve them in practice. We showed that patterns exist in such code changes. We proposed a generic technique to learn patterns of code changes, extracted from AST dis between failure and resolution pairs. We formulated automated program repair as a machine translation problem. Using a deep neural network, our technique, DD, is capable of suggesting AST changes when given a build diagnostic as input. Our evaluation on a large corpus of real developer data at Google shows that DD generates correct xes with 50% accuracy for two compiler diagnostic kinds, with the correct x in the top three 85%-87% of the time.
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